
NEAR-WALL REACTION EFFECTS ON A FILM-COOLED FLAT
PLATE AND APPLICATION TO GAS TURBINE HEAT TRANSFER

�  Future aircraft engines increasing fuel-air

ratios → likelihood of significant chemical

reactions in the turbine is increased

�Develop understanding of turbine

combustion events

� Investigate change in surface heat flux

(Qs) due to interaction of flow containing

fuel (H*) with film coolant over range of

Damköhler numbers (Da), Blowing Ratio (B)

PHENOMELOGICAL OVERVIEW

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
�First reacting flow differential experiment using film-

cooled test plate in shock tunnel

–Measure change in heat flux due to local reaction over
range of parameters: fuel levels, flow and chemical
time scales, (Da), and blowing parameters

–Test carried out in 5ms at up to 2500K

�Test plate is divided into two parts

–One side uses air as coolant gas (reactive side)

–Other side uses nitrogen as coolant gas (inert side)

–Side-to-side comparison of different B specifications on
same test plate

OVERVIEW

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Intended cooling may actually be detrimental to blade integrity and life 

�  Agreement with correlation and literature to within 10% for

non-reactive un-cooled and cooled flat plate heat transfer

�Comparison between reacting and inert cooling shows

significant increase in heat flux with reaction

�Scaled heat flux, Qs, (defined as how much augmentation

in heat flux was achieved relative to maximum possible

augmentation for adiabatic flame temperature) shown to be

as high as 80% at Da (flow time / chemical time) of 30

�Collapse of Qs vs. Da for all H* (defined as change in

enthalpy due to heat release relative to freestream flow

enthalpy) for a given blowing ratio, B

�High Da → Qs, but need to know H* to determine if impact

is significant in terms of total temperature rise

�Non-Dimensional parameters: Qs, Da, H*, and B provide

for understanding of secondary reactions

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS

�  Investigate surface and off-surface effects of fuel rich
freestream interacting with film-cooling layer over range
of Da, B, and H*

Lifted Jet, B=2.0, Da=0.5, H*=0.54, Qs~0%

Lifted Jet, B=2.0, Da=25, H*=0.54, Qs~75%

�Significant reduction in film effectiveness for reacting flow

cases, film effectiveness can become negative
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